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Sample prep is an essential step 

Input 
DNA / RNA 

Sample prep NGS Bio 
informatics 

Clinical 
interpretation 

Sample prep is an essential step in clinical (re)sequencing e.g. WGS or WES. 
 

Sequencing is easy: Everyone can sequence. 
Sample prepping is critical.  



Sample prep definition 

Illumina’s definition of sample preparation: 
Construction of a pool of molecules ready for sequencing 

NGS sequencing demands: 
- Fragments 
- “Start of sequencing”-point 
- Physical restrainment 

Sample prep (Illumina) 



Sample prep steps 

Fragmentation Adapting Enrichment QC Sequencing 



Fragmentation 

Type of fragmentation: 
- Mechanical:  Ultrasound (Covaris)  
- Enzymatic: Random or Specific 

- Tn5 transposase, DNAse (random) 
- Restriction enzymes (specific) 

 
Do you need fragmentation? 
- YES: Genomic DNA, circular DNA, cDNA, WES, WGS. 
- NO: ccfDNA, long reads, transcript assembly. 
 
 

Fragmentation 

Free advice from Frank: 
1: check your fragments! 
QC on pre- AND postprep fragments 



Classical vs Alt. Adapting 
adapters 

Classic sample prep (Illumina example)
    

DNA RNA 

Alternative sample prep (NEB example)
    

Free advice from Frank: 
2: Consider single tube sample prep 



Sample prep Example: Tn5 transposase 

e.g. Illumina Nextera, ATAC-seq    



Sample prep methods, a guided choice 

http://enseqlopedia.com 

http://enseqlopedia.com/


Illumina’s roadmap 
for DNA sequencing 

Free advice from Frank: 
3: Take a look at the sequencing roadmap 
even if you do not use Illumina sample prep 



Adapter opportunities 

Adapters offer opportunities for smart things: 
- Physical restrainment 
- Paired End sequencing 
- Amplification / selection 
- Indexing / barcoding: multiplexing samples 
- UMI: Uni-Molecular-Identifiers to count original molecules, consensus calling 

adapters 

Free advice from Frank: 
4: Consider adapter opportunities 
only when they serve your purpose 



Enrichment can be achieved by 
Amplification / Selection / Capture  
 
 
Why enrichment: 
- Region of Interest? 
- Amount of input is limited?  
- Cost effective? 
- More sensitivity? 
 
 
Why no enrichment? 
- Sequence a complete genome? 
- Unbiased analysis? 
- Introduction of PCR-artifacts? 
- More specificity? 

Enrichment? 
Amplify / select 



Enrichment methods 

Amplification Capture Selection 

Or combinations of methods 

PCR Digital droplet PCR Beads / Array 

For clinical (re)sequencing the most popular methods are: 
 
- Gene panel: Amplification 
- WES:  Capture / amplification  
- WGS:  No enrichment 



Enrichment strategy: gene panels: PCR 

Gene panels 
- PCR based enrichment 
- Multiple vendors 
- Efficient 
- Cost effective 
- Low input 

 

Illumina example: Ampliseq 
 
 
 
 

Free advice from Frank: 
5: consider a commercial gene panel 
Do not design them yourself 



Enrichment strategy: gene panel: MIP 

Example: Agilent Haloplex MIP 
- Molecular Inversion Probes (padlocks) 
- Capture / PCR based 
- Efficient 
- Low frequency targets  
- Low input 
- Single molecule options 

 



Enrichment strategy: Exome 

Exome captures 2% of genome 
Example: Agilent Sureselect 

Exome 
- Capture based enrichment 
- Multiple vendors 
- Cost effective 
- Low input 

 



Enrichment parameters 

Considerations: 
- Design:  Commercial 
- Enrichment:  Percentage of sequences on target. 
- Coverage: Missing / drop in coverage?  
- Uniformity of coverage 
- Reproducibility 
- Bias:  PCR / capture / strand / GC 
- Fragments: Size / FFPE /  QC 



Clinical Resequencing is easy. Anyone can sequence. 

 

 

  

The BIG picture 

Input 
DNA / RNA 

Sample prep NGS Bio 
informatics 

Clinical 
interpretation 

Your NGS workflow: 

Does it suit your needs? 

Optimize your workflow 

Perform QC 



Questions? 



QUIZ (1) 

M  Pre Post 



QUIZ (2) 

IGV: genomic View 
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